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                OUR BRAND STORY

                It is a dream of passion; a tale more than Alluring; a journey fused with the spellbinding Colors of an unrestrained imagination. It is a story more than a decade in the making. A handful of idealists were drawn together by a shared belief that it was possible to provide an alternative to the ubiquitous, unfeeling, global contact lens corporations that saturated the market, all speaking in the same way, and selling without truly believing in the magic of their products to shift mindsets and change lives.
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                            Enhance your natural magnetism!
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                    Bring out your natural allure with utmost comfort and elegance.
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				  Colors Fusion

                    Choose from a wide range of colours, for any mood and occasion.
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                            Show off your colourful life!
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                        karena_xc

I really love to try out different kind of contact lenses design 
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                        Shereen Sow

It's part of my 'MUST' item in my daily life. My favorite of all time FreshKon® Alluring Eyes Cosmetic Contact Lenses- Mystical Black because it gives me the natural look.
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                        jingning18

My favorite Lens @freshkonmy is so comfortable, looks natural and makes my eyes beautiful. Freshkon has available in a variety of colors. Im wearing moondust honey and moondust brown.
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                        Maggie Tan

I'm a FreshKon – Colors Fusion range supporter been wearing many years and Shimmering Grey is always my favourite colors, love this colors so much because after wearing is so natural and my eyes much more attractive after apply eyes make up. A make up person without lens is not completed, but FreshKon made my eyes more prefection. FreshKon you are so awesome!!!
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                        Choon Mei Tammy

FreshKon Alluring Eyes lens in Winsome Brown is an absolute love - gives me the sparkles and extra boost in confidence! Soft and light, it energizes my eyes the way that no other.
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                        missfariesya

Hi korang semua , fariesya sangatlah fall in love dgn lens ni code moondust grey 
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                        Shi Kee

Has always been a FreshKon fan for years. I look and feel dazzling fresh and cheerful when wearing it. Been trying on the Alluring Eyes and Colors Fusions set and both are amazing.
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                        Jaclyn Ng

I pretty like FreshKon Grey that make my eyes look naturally, attractive and alluring! I always share with my friends about how naturally and beautifully color of FreshKon looks!
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                        nadiamhdrdzn

it took 22years to look like this 
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                        Bavitra

I love FreshKon lenses, the one I'm using in this picture is from Colors Fusion, Brilliant Brown. I love this lense because it makes my eyes look naturally brown & doll eyed. My favourite is FreshKon.
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                        michelleee_hs

I really love to try out different kind of contact lenses design 
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                        alanissyafiqaaa

Alan rarely wear lens because I always felt uncomfortable but then, I got this lens from @freshkonmy ❤️ All I can said, I really like this lens! 
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                        Mabelle Tan

I’ve been using FreshKon for almost 10 years. I really love the colours and it’s really comfortable as well.If to choose my favorite contact lenses, I’d definitely go for FreshKon!
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                        weishii

I really like FreshKon's contact lenses very comfortable
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                        Asyshah Abdul

I love wearing FreshKon because it is very comfortable even after a day wearing it. Very durable and most importantly, looks natural!
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                        Aina Razak

I’ve been using Winsome brown for two years already and currently switching to Magnetic grey.  I would like to say that wearing FreshKon contact lenses is so comfortable throughout the day. Usually I wore it more than 8 hours due to outdoor photoshoot but still the contact lenses do not irritate my eyes.
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                        Mira Raimi

I'm a big fans of FreshKon contact lens since high school. I am wearing the latest series of FreshKon®️ Alluring Eyes- Maschera Brown.
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                        Nadia Syafiqah

I am very particular in choosing color contact lens especially to match them with my makeup look. When it comes to FreshKon, I don’t have to worry because their color contact lens suits me very well besides they are comfortable too! Some of my family and friends even ask me what brand i use for contact lens and my favorite will always be FreshKon in code Blooming Pink 
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                        David Leong

FreshKon contact lens is really comfortable after trying it for a month and it won’t easily dry up my eyes which it’s one of my criteria for choosing soft lenses
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                        Lyanafitry

I'm wearing Freshkon Colors Fusion in Warm Hazel & Glinting Brown. Look at the lens they're vibrant & trendy. I got so much fun to achieve my own distinctive style with @freshkonmy
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                                    Join the most happening cosmestic lens club today! Get your welcome 
gift, customized topics and latest trends with much more fun to be 
experienced here with FreshKon® Club Malaysia!

                                    JOIN OUR FRESHKON® CLUB!
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Now, see the world

through different eyes
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									COUNTRY / REGION
								
									Please Select Country
Egypt
Hong Kong, China
India
Indonesia
Japan
Korea
Kuwait
Lithuania
Malaysia
Malta
Mauritius
Mexico
Morocco
Myanmar
Pakistan
Philippines
Saudi Arabia
Singapore
Sri Lanka
Suriname
Vietnam
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									Please Select Language
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